Abstract-The DNS is one of the core protocols on which the Internet is built upon. Hidden behind higher-level protocols such as email and web, it carries valuable information that can be exploited for understanding trends and preferences of the Internet community.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
The domain name system (DNS) is a an essential component of the Internet used to associate symbolic host names with numeric IP addresses. Internet service providers often perceive the DNS as a core system they must keep up and running as their customers rely on it, but being it a service that does not bring revenues, they do not usually invest much on it. The consequence is that ISP's DNS servers are sometimes slow in responses [1] , and this has opened the market to public DNS servers such as OpenDNS and Google Public DNS. Beside premium services, such public DNSes offer the service at no cost while making revenues through advertisements, web traffic redirection and mining of DNS data. Although the DNS is perceived as a critical infrastructure [2] , all publicly available DNS traffic monitoring tools [3] [4] focus only on aggregate values such as the type and number of queries received by a DNS server [5] . Research and academia have focused on DNS for the purpose of identifying malicious activities [6] [7] [8] , managing large DNS infrastructures [9] , understanding how DNS server selection and caching works in reality [10] [11] , and modeling its infrastructure in order to predict how DNS traffic will change under specific conditions [12] . The lack of specific models for DNS traffic has been the motivation for this work [13] [14] . As explained later on this paper, such models can be of fundamental importance for understanding patterns, trends and interests in the Internet without having to monitor large amount of (often encrypted) traffic on multi-Gbit backbones.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section II describes in detail domain name resolution and record caching in the DNS system. Section III covers in detail the graph theoretical methodologies we propose to model DNS traffic. Section IV describes the results we have obtained while applying our methodology to the monitoring of ".it" ccTLD authoritative DNS servers. Finally, in Sect. V we identify some future work items. We conclude the paper with a brief summary in Sect. VI.
II. UNDERSTANDING THE DNS SYSTEM

A. Iterative Domain Name Resolution
The domain name system is based on a hierarchical distributed architecture used to map domain names to resource records containing various types of data including numeric IP addresses (A record for IPv4 and AAAA for IPv6), names (NS record) and mail exchange servers (MX records) [8] . The DNS resolver is the client side of the DNS system, responsible for performing address resolution by starting from the top of the hierarchy (i.e., the root zone). The root zone is served by 13 root name servers, most of which with anycast addressing [15] . The address resolution process is iterative and involves contacting several name servers, each one responsible (i.e., authoritative) for a part of the domain name. In Fig. 1 we show an example. The process is triggered by an Internet user which, with the aim of establishing an HTTP session, queries a DNS resolver to obtain the IP address of www.corriere.it. The DNS resolver sequentially contact three name servers: the first (a.root-servers.net) replies indicating a.dns.it as authoritative name server for .it domain names; the second (a.dns.it) replies indicating that ns.ita.tip.net is authoritative for domain names ending with corriere.it; the third (ns.ita.tip.net), authoritative for www.corriere.it replies with the address of the host. Once the DNS resolver has received the IP address from the last authoritative server, it send it to the user which eventually establishes an HTTP session with www.corriere.it.
B. DNS Records Caching
Each record has a Time To Live (TTL) [16] , that can range from 0 (i.e., no cache) to days or weeks. It determines for how long the given response record can be kept in cache. The consequence of the DNS caching architecture is that DNS record updates do not propagate immediately in the network until cached records expire. Record caching is a pretty complex mechanism [16] as all DNS records used in the resolution process do not necessarily have uniform TTL values. Supposing that a DNS resolver starts with an empty cache the resolution of www.corriere.it, its cache at the end of the iterative process will be populated with several records -each one with its own TTL. For example, the A record of www.corriere.it has TTL equal to 600 seconds, shorter than the NS record of corriere.it (10,800 seconds) and shorter than the NS record of .it (172,800 seconds). So if www.corriere.it is requested after 700 seconds, the DNS resolver will no longer have its IP in cache as the A record expired in the meantime. However, it will still have in cache the NS records for corriere.it and .it. The resolver will contact again ".it" DNS servers only after the NS record for corriere.it has expired 1 . To make caching even more complex to understand, differences in DNS implementations must also be taken into account. In the above example, the NS record for corriere.it has a TTL of 10,800 seconds as it has been set by all the ".it" DNS servers, but as its TTL reported by the authoritative DNS of corriere.it is 600 seconds (i.e., dig -t NS corriere.it ns.ita.tip.net) some DNS implementations might override 10,800 with 600, making harder to predict the resolver cache contents.
C. Monitoring DNS Traffic
As previously explained, we are monitoring the DNS traffic at the ".it" DNS servers. This means that we only observe queries for .it (i.e., we do not observe queries for .org or .net) and only for those domains for which ".it" DNS servers are authoritative. Out of all the DNS traffic we observe, in the methodology described later in this paper, we take into account only the AAAA, A, and MX records. In addition, for A and AAAA records, we ignore queries for both hosts that are known to be DNS servers and for which ".it" DNS servers are not authoritative (e.g. A record 1 It is worth to remark a name server can have different TTL values for NS records of domains it is authoritative for. Thus even within a single domain, TTLs might not be necessarily uniform.
of www.sub-domain.domain.it). The reasons why we discard these queries are manyfold:
• Records other than A, AAAA, MX are used by the DNS infrastructure to resolve addresses (e.g. the NS record) or as ancillary records (e.g. PX records).
• A and AAAA record queries (as well NS records) for hosts that are DNS servers should not be taken into account because: -They have been requested due to the DNS caching mechanism where A records of DNS servers expire at different times than the corresponding NS record. -DNS servers are usually authoritative for many domains, and thus whenever we observe a A/AAAA record query for a DNS server, it is not possible to associate it with the domain name for which it has been requested. In conclusion, we do not need to account all DNS queries but only those that indicate user activity such as an MX record query that indicate that an email will be sent, or A and AAAA records of hosts other than DNS servers (e.g. www.nic.it) that instead are used by the DNS system to resolve addresses. Please note that in theory, for a given resolver, once a record has been put in cache, no further query for the same record will be issued before the record expires as specified by the TTL. In practice this does not always hold, as most resolvers select authoritative name servers based on their response time. This explains why we often observe some extra queries used by resolvers to estimate the response time of all authoritative DNS servers for a given Internet domain. Thus beside these probing queries, we can identify resolvers that do not obey to the DNS specification when they perform queries that are well above the limit set by the TTL for the specified record. It is worth to remark, that resolvers identified using this method, cannot always be considered as malicious hosts. This is because sometimes network administrators periodically flush resolvers caches in order to reduce memory usage and thus extra queries are observed. For this reason we mark resolvers as malicious only whenever they significantly exceed the number of queries specified by the TTL.
III. DNS TRAFFIC MODELLING METHODOLOGY
In this section we first describe the rationale behind the assumptions made to compare domains and resolvers with nonuniform configurations. Then we explain the graph theoretical models developed, after briefly introducing some elements of graph theory.
A. Normalizing Non-Uniform TTL Values
Goal of our monitoring methodology is to passively collect DNS request/responses in order to mimic the DNS cache of resolvers that contacts ".it" DNS servers [17] . In order to model DNS traffic, we need to take into account the TTL and not just count DNS queries. In fact, if domain A has a TTL greater than domain B, a resolver that has to resolve both A and B addresses continuously throughout the day, will issue fewer queries for A than B, as A records have a longer cache lifetime than B records. Since we need to deal with all the ".it" domains, our methodology should enable domains with heterogeneous TTL values to be compared. This means that TTLs have to be normalized to the maximum TTL value among all the observed TTL values for NS records. As we measured that less than 2% of -about 2.5 million at the date of writing -".it" domains use a TTL greater than 86,400 sec (1 day), we decided to use 1 day as baseline for our graph theoretical DNS models.
B. Elements of Graph Theory
A graph G = (V, E) is a pair of sets (V, E), with V the set of n = |V | nodes and E ⊆ V × V the set of edges. If edges (i, j) ∈ E are unordered pairs, then G is said to be undirected. Two nodes i, j ∈ V , i = j, are said to be adjacent if (i, j) ∈ E. Adjacency relationships can be represented for each pair of nodes i and j (i, j = 1, · · · , n) with an n-square adjacency matrix A whose off-diagonal elements a i,j are equal to 1 if (i, j) ∈ E or 0 otherwise -as self-edges are not allowed, indiagonal elements a i,i are equal to 0. The degree d i = j a i,j of a node i is the number of nodes adjacent with i. A can be generalized by associating real numbers to its elements a i,j in order to encode general tie strengths between nodes rather than binary adjacencies. In the latter case the graph is said to be weighted. Whenever V can be divided into two disjoint sets R and D such that each edge joins a node in R to a node in D, then G is said to be bipartite. Any bipartite graph can be represented with an adjacency matrix of the form 
C. Bipartite Graph Model of the DNS
A very effective way of modelling resolvers, domains and their interactions is through an undirected bipartite graph G = (V, E), such that V = R∪D and R∩D = ∅. We take as R the set of resolvers and as D the set of domains. Bipartite graphs of the DNS can be built by placing edges between a resolver r ∈ R and a domain d ∈ D whenever a certain condition is met. In this paper we generate the following bipartite graphs:
• G ALL : we place an edge between r and d iff r issued at least one DNS query for d in the observation period for A, AAA and MX records.
• G W EB : we place an edge between r and d iff r issued at least one DNS query for d in the observation period for A and AAAA records and specify a name which is: the domain name with no host specified (e.g. nic.it); or the domain name preceded by either www or web (e.g. www.nic.it). In essence, we consider only those DNS queries that should be originated uniquely by web traffic 2 .
• G M X : we place an edge between r and d iff r issued at least one DNS query for d in the observation period for MX records. In essence we consider only .it Internet domains email traffic 3 .
In all the previous cases, once the condition is met, the degree k r of a resolver r ∈ R equals the number of domains it issues queries for. Similarly, k d of a domain d ∈ D represents the number of resolvers that query a given domain name. Since we excluded isolated nodes, i.e. resolvers and domains with zero degree, we have that degrees are always not less than one.
D. Common-Neighbours Graph Model of the DNS
Internet domains and DNS resolvers can also be modelled in a way that the concept of adjacency becomes associated to the number of their common neighbours. In the case of two domains d 1 Similarly, the number of common domains for each pair of resolvers can be obtained by computing BB T , which in turn can be taken as the adjacency matrix of a weighted graph G R = (R, E R ) having R as its set of nodes. Each edge (r 1 , r 2 ) ∈ E R is associated with a positive weight corresponding to the number of domains shared by r 1 and r 2 .
IV. RESULTS AND VALIDATION
The ".it" zone has seven administrative DNS servers, three of which with anycast addresses. The ".it" DNS monitoring system [18] we used for validating this work monitors four authoritative name servers. Two name servers have anycast address (a.dns.it located in Rome and Milan) and two have unicast address (dns.nic.it and nameserver.nic.it, both located in Pisa). Every ".it" DNS server node serves about 40 million requests/day, and we passively collect DNS traffic using a home-grown open-source NetFlow probe [19] featuring a plugin for dissecting DNS query/responses. This solution allows us to be independent from the DNS implementation being used, and thus be general enough to use it on different contexts. The system is producing daily domain ranking since Jan 2013. In this section we present the monitoring results we observed on Jan 4th, 2013 while monitoring dns.nic.it. Every night we consolidate the DNS traffic logs produced by the probe, and produce:
• The domain and resolver rankings [20] based on score we described on this paper.
• The consolidated list of suspicious DNS activities carried on by resolvers that we use to spot potential issues.
A. Structural Properties of DNS Graphs
Structural properties of bipartite graphs G ALL , G W EB , G M X are reported in Tab. I. For each graph we indicate: the number of edges |E|; the number of domains |D| and resolvers |R| with degree greater than zero; the average domain degree
We observe that G W EB has half the edges of G ALL . In addition, while the number of domains is slightly smaller, resolvers reduce significantly (from more than 500,000 to less than 300,000), highlighting that a large part of them is not interested in resolving names for web resources -although web traffic may be under-estimated as previously described in Sect. III-C. On average, resolvers query the same number of domains in G ALL and G W EB as highlighted by values of average resolver degree which are pretty close in both cases. Each domain is resolved for its web resources only one half of the times as the average domain degree halves from G ALL to G W EB . Much more significant reductions are observed for structural properties of graph G M X , suggesting that only the 20% of resolvers issue queries uniquely for mail. Although this fact deserves further investigation, it may indicate that one resolver out of five has mail servers among its users.
We now deepen the analysis by further studying node degrees. In Fig. 2(a) we show Log-Log plots of frequency f d versus degree d for domains and resolvers. Frequency f d is the number of domains (resolvers) having degree d. These plots span approximately 5 orders of magnitude, indicating great variability and skewness in the degree of domains and resolvers. We observe that a single resolver can issue queries for more that 100k different domains, while the maximum number of resolvers querying a domain never exceed 50k. Nevertheless, these are statistically rare events. Indeed, we observe that domains with a low number of queries are the most frequent. Similarly, resolvers querying a low number of domains are the most common. Hence, the "interest" shown for Internet domains from DNS resolvers is far from being arbitrary. This "interest" can be quantified to some extent by observing that, for some ranges of d, plots are approximately linear in the Log-Log plots of Fig. 2 . Linearity in the log-log scale mean that node degree follows a power law. Mathematically, a function f (x) follows power law if it varies proportionally to a power γ of x, i.e., f (x) ∝ x γ . In our case, power law means that domain (resolver) i has a chance of having degree d i which is proportional to the degree raised to a constant power γ. We estimated γ values using the method described in [21] , which also provides values d min such that power laws are obeyed only for d ≥ d min . Power laws fits with best γ values are plotted in Fig. 2 as dark lines, starting from d min for each degree frequency. Tails of domain degree frequency in both G ALL and G W EB follow very well power laws with strikingly close exponents. In G M X the power law is obeyed for a much lower d min . Similarly, power laws are observed for resolver degree frequencies but with lower exponents, indicating slower decays. Since power laws with exponent less that -2 have infinite mean and variance [22] , we stress on the extreme skewness of resolver degree. Nevertheless, also resolvers in G ALL and G M X degree obey power laws with very close exponents. We also compared our power law estimations with other distributions through likelihood ratio tests [21] . Such tests suggested that frequencies may also be well approximated by stretched exponentials and truncated power laws, but they definitely excluded gamma, log-normal and exponential distributions. Further investigations are left as future work. Nevertheless, we can conclude that a few domains (resolvers) are responsible for most of the DNS activity and power laws well describe this activity.
We have also analysed the common-neighbours DNS graphs. We generated weighted graphs G D and G R by selecting the top 500 highest-degree domains (resolvers) and all their adjacent resolvers (domains) from G ALL . In both cases, the weight of each edge equals the number of neighbours in common. Structural properties of common-neighbours graphs G D and G R are reported in Tab. II. Both graphs have a number of edges which approaches the maximum, hence any pair of domains (resolvers) have at least one neighbour in common. By observing the average edge weight, it turns out that pairs of domains on average are requested by more than 1200 common resolvers. Similarly, pairs of resolvers on average query approximately 2000 domains. In addition, average node intensities (i.e., the average of the sum of edge weights for each node) tell that a large number of resolvers (domains) is shared among top 500 highest-degree domains (resolvers).
In Fig. 3 we show the Complementary Cumulative Distri-
giving the probability that any pair of domains (d 1 , d 2 ) ∈ E D has a number w d1,d2 of resolvers in common greater that h as function of h. Similarly, we show the CCDF p ER (h) = P (w r1,r2 > h|(r 1 , r 2 ) ∈ E R ) which gives the chance that any pair of resolvers (r 1 , r 2 ) ∈ E R shares a number of domains w r1,r2 greater that h. Both distributions are almost identical up to 1000, whereas the resolvers start decaying much faster than domains.
B. Results Evaluation
We have also compared the degree of top 100 domains on two monitored name servers (dns.nic.it and m.dns.it), assigning a score from 1 to 100 based on the domain degree. We have found that over 93% of domains are present on both servers, and that the domain scores are pretty close but not alike as shown in Tab. III. Resolvers score have instead a different behaviour:
• Resolver score are very different across the two name servers servers as only 52% of top 100 resolvers contacted both servers.
• For each name server, the list of top resolvers across various days reports only minor differences. As the Round Trip Time (RTT) is the metric used to choose between authoritative servers for the same zone [23] [24] , not all name servers are alike for resolvers as they prefer those that reply with lower RTT 4 . This is also justified by a probing activity that we have identified in our traffic traces, where several resolvers issue the same query to all monitored ".it" authoritative name servers twice in about 10 seconds, in order to figure out which one reports the lowest RTT; this will be the selected name server to be used for future queries on that domain name.
V. FUTURE WORK ITEMS
The described methodology is a good starting point for several follow up activities. As we operate the ".it" ccTLD, the work is the base of several follow-up activities that can help to improve our provisioning infrastructure, including:
• Exploit the neighbourhood relation shown in Fig. 3 to highlight relationships in web traffic. For instance the number of resolvers in common between two domains can be used to: -Evaluate the effectiveness of advertisements (e.g. restricted to web traffic, counting the number of resolvers in common between X.it and companyname.it allows to figure out on which web sites companyname.it places its advertisements). -Understand the chain of interests of people (e.g.
Internet users who access news site X will likely also access news site Y).
• In order to have an efficient DNS infrastructure, the goal is to minimize the RTT for resolvers. Using our models, we can start optimizing traffic routing so top scoring resolvers can be reached by .it name servers with a low TTL thus resulting on a more efficient service.
• Refinement of the algorithm used to identify resolvers that do not obey to the TTL, so that we can distinguish between misbehaving or misconfigured resolvers worth to track as they may conduct malicious activities [25] , and resolvers running malfunctioning DNS implementations that instead should not be taken into account.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper describes novel methodologies for modelling DNS traffic by means of graphs. During the validation on the ".it" ccTLD authoritative name servers, we found that DNS resolvers degrees are highly-skewed and obey power laws. This fact also holds for Internet domains when considering all traffic or just a portion of it such as web or email. These findings give new insight into the scale-free nature of the DNS system, where a few resolvers and a few domains are responsible for most of the DNS activity.
